
wisteria basic inspiration 
by/ kelly goree 
 
 

 
 
 
supplies: 
Piper Milk Chocolate Chipboard Alphas   1 sheet 12” x 12” Brown Cardstock 
2 sheets Wisteria Finch (lt. yellow)    Paper Piercer 
1 sheet Wisteria Fountain (lt. lavender)   Coordinating Chalk Inks 
1 sheet Wisteria Sundial (dark gold)   Brown Journaling Pen 
1 sheet Wisteria Windchimes (striped)   White Opaque Pen 
1 sheet Wisteria Cornflower (floral)    Large & Small Scallop Scissors 
Wisteria Element Stickers     Kraft Jewelry Tag 
Wisteria Glazed Brads     Mustard Yellow Waxy Flax 
Wisteria Chip Sticker Shapes    Favorite Adhesive 

 
Opalines (Platinum/Pearl, using Pearl only)  Paper Trimmer 

2 photos of the following sizes: 
1 - 3¾” x 3” Horizontal 
1 - 3¾” x 5” Vertical 



1 - Trim sheet of Finch (light yellow) to 11½”x11½” and mount centered to the sheet of brown 
cardstock. 
2 - Cut piece of Fountain (light lavender) to 11¼”x8½”. Round top two corners, then mount 
piece to light yellow pattern paper (PP) so that there is 1/8” at the top and each side. 
3 - Cut piece of Cornflower (floral) to 11¼”x2¾”. Round the bottom two corners, then mount 
piece to light yellow PP so that the top edge is flush with the bottom edge of the light lavender 
piece. 
4 - Print journaling on a piece of light lavender PP that measures 5”x2¼”. Set aside. 
5 - Cut piece of Sundial (deep mustard yellow) to measure 5”x8”. Mount to light lavender PP 
so that its right side is 1¼” from the right edge of the light lavender PP. 
6 - Cut piece of light yellow PP to measure 4 3/8”x8”.  
7 - Wrap a piece of waxy flax around the bottom of the vertical photo and tie in a bow. Add 
small tag with flower element sticker if desired. 
8 - Mount the photos (horizontal on top) to the above piece of light yellow PP so that it is 
centered left to right. Use small scallop scissors to cut a scalloped edge out of the PP along 
the photo edges as shown. 
9 - Mount photo strip to the dark mustard yellow strip so that it is centered left to right and 
flush along the top. 
10 - Mount journaling block directly under mustard yellow strip so that its bottom edge is flush 
with the bottom of the floral PP. 
11 - Cut a 12”x¾” strip of Windchimes (striped) and a 12”x1½” of light yellow PP. Mount 
striped PP onto light yellow PP so that their top edges are flush.  
12 - Trim away “extra” yellow PP with large scallop scissors to leave a scallop border along the 
edge of the striped PP as shown. Mount strip with scallops at the bottom across the page 
where the photo strip meets the journaling strip. 
13 - Using a paper piercer, punch holes for three large glazed brads to secure strip to page as 
shown. 
14 - Add Opaline pearls to the flower centers on the floral PP as shown and desired. 
15 - Using brown and white pens, add stitching detail (and butterfly path) as shown. 
16 - Add chipboard butterfly to the left of the photo strip so that the tip of its right wing is at 
the left edge where both photos meet. 

     17- Add title with chocolate chip alphas along the left of the dark mustard pattern paper         
strip as shown. 

 scrapbooks ‘n stickers… 
thanks BasicGrey and Becky Fleck for the fabulous sketch ideas that they share with us each 
month.  The following sketch that Becky created was used with BasicGrey Wisteria papers.  We 
love how it turned out.  Show us how you can take this same sketch and use your own papers or 
BasicGrey Wisteria papers and create a companion page to make a 2 page 12” x 12” layout.  All 
of our BasicGrey Wisteria papers are 20% off on our website through July 15, 2009.  We hope 
that you are inspired by the ideas we are sharing and hope this motivates everyone to get out 
there and scrapbook over these hot (really hot in Florida) summer months!  Please share your 
version of these fabulous ideas that Kelly Goree and Becky Fleck put together and let us see 
how they have inspired you.  We want to share with you and would love to have you share back! 



 

       

 

 

Idea #3 – Being A Mom by Kelly Goree features BasicGrey Wisteria papers Stonewall, Violet, 
Finch and Dahlia, Wisteria Element Stickers and Wisteria Chip Sticker Shapes. 

 

http://www.scrapbooksnstickers.com 

http://www.scrapbooksnstickers.typepad.com 


